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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:   SO YEON RYU 
May 26, 2017 
 

 

SO YEON RYU:  Well, even like today and yesterday, even though I was swinging well or 

like I stroked a putt well, just didn't really work out.  So I think this week is just one of those 

days when I was like 2 over, definitely I think about making a cut thing.  It was definitely 

sticking in my mind so I couldn't really focus on my ball.  But I made a birdie at 13 -- 14 

yesterday and I made an eagle -- I mean I made an eagle yesterday at 14 and then made an 

eagle again today, so that was definitely a really, really big turning point for me.  You know, 

without the eagle, maybe I couldn't really think about making the cut thing as well.  So yeah, 

hopefully that one gave me a lot of confidence and hopefully I can play forward this 

weekend. 

 

Q.  How much do you pay attention I guess to the scoreboard as to where the cut is?    

 

SO YEON RYU:  That's the toughest thing.  Even tougher thing is when you play bad, you 

can find, okay, I have to fix these or I have to do this one better.  But I couldn't really feel it 

this week.  I don't even know I cannot hit it well, I cannot really putt it well.  So hopefully it's 

going to drop for this weekend. 

 

Q.  Talk of the tournament obviously is with you and Ariya possibly moving to No. 1.  

How much of a goal is that for you this week or just in general? 

 

SO YEON RYU:  Actually, even before I start this week I didn't really care about it because 

even though I think about it, let's say I finish top-5, I can be No. 1.  Well, if you dream about 

it, it could be like dreams come true.  But even though you want to do it that means not you 

can do it.  So what I want to do is think about my own goal, which is every time when I come 

to tournament win the tournament is my goal, so only think about that.  So I didn't really 

compete with Ariya anyway on the golf course.  Also, like how I played was pretty much 

impossible to competing with someone.  I really had to think about myself.   

 

So yeah, this is not end of tournament, this is not end of the season.  So I need to keep 

playing well to be No. 1 in the world and I have to keep playing well to become a Player of 

the Year or first place for money ranking, those kind of stuff.  So I want to look farther 

instead of just think about this week. 

 

Q.  Separate matter, did you know Ai Miyazato is retiring? 

 

SO YEON RYU:  What? 

 

Q.  Oh, you didn't know? 

 

SO YEON RYU:  Is she? 
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Q.  At the end of the year.    

 

SO YEON RYU:  Oh, my God. 

 

Q.  We got calls early morning and we learned about it.  

 

SO YEON RYU:  Well, Ai and I are pretty good friends.  I knew she was going to retire soon.  

She always told me like she was considering about retire after Olympics, but looked like she 

was keep practice really hard and she just really worked hard.  So I didn't really, you know, 

like imagine it was this come quick.  Yeah, it's definitely a big surprise.  She told me she 

nearly didn't play like five or six tournaments on the LPGA right now, so I thought that was 

like something just different thing.  And Ai also once told me, oh, I just wanted to try 

something new, so I thought she just wanted to do something for like making turning point to 

play well or something.  So it's like really big surprise. 

 

Q.  She's going to play through this season at least, so it's not immediate.  She's 

announcing it officially on Monday in Tokyo.  

 

SO YEON RYU:  Oh, my God.  That's crazy.  Yeah, I know she's going to come back at 

Walmart and I think it's going to feel so weird.  Even I cannot imagine I play on the tour 

without Ai because she was one of my really good friends.  She's the one who always make 

us feel really happy and she's really looking after all the players.  Yeah, she is going to play, 

but I already feel really sad, yeah. 
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